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Abstract 
A ∞nstruction is given for a non-dωarguesian projective plane P and an 
abso1ute-point free p01arity on P such that th章 group of ωUineations of P 
which commute witb the p01arity is isomorphic to an arbitrary preassigned 
釜nite group. 

Sabidussi (195在 in extending 出e fundamental work of Frucht (194坷， proved that 
母veηfinite group G (of order at lea就勾 may be represented as the 栩如morphism

group of a regular graph of degr出 5. Schrag (1971 , 1976) show在d how to parlay 
this result into a represent在tion of G as th牵 automorphism group of some ortho唰
modularla创伺 L. In t忌is paper we show that L may be chosen to be an irreducibli告
。rthocomplemented modular lattice of height 3, herein ca1led an ortho∞mple

mented pr，俘ective plane. In fact we sh剖1 prove the following result. 

THEO汉EM. Let G be a finite group. There exists a non-desarguesian projective plane 
P and an absolute-point Iree polarity I on P and an injection 伊:G→∞H伊) ofG 
into the colli阳ation groz伊 01P such that image仲，) == {o: ε∞程铲)1α' 剧 'α1.

川沙 .lñe 抖臼平均中;proof. is .10. JookatSchrag'摇。汉homod血r 1at必ce LaNtbk 
Äut.L(L);;;Gana observe 也at Aut.L亿)=Aut(句， that is, every 'Jatti饵 aut眨

morphism of L preserves th号。rthocomplementation. We then construct a wide 
cubic structure space (see Greechie (1974)) from the elemen馁。fL of height 1 or 2. 
布e ex始时胁is .to .,a larger such structure which isalso a confìnedωnfiguratio恐
〈能靠 Greechie (1974)) by adjoining a wide cubic structure spa侃 with no auto阳
morphisms. By 础.bedding 彻缸器1 result in a tight cubic structure spa臼 (see

Greechie (1974)) and passing to 也e latti臼 we obtain the desired result. Until the 
last paragraph we shall assume that 1 G 1 > 1. 

1、is paper was presented at the Lattice Tb以贸y Conferen饵. U1m, Germany, July 1975, 
under the title.制怒，very Finite Group is a Subgroup of tbe Collìneation Group of somc 
衍。如ctive Plane气
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20 Richard 1. Greechie [2] 

LEMMA 1. Let G be a finite group 01 order at least 2 tttUJ let Lo be the lattice 
constructed in Schrag (1 971, 1976) such that AutJ. (Lo)~G. Then 

AutJ. (L(J) = Aut (Lo). 

PROOF. We begin by re臼lli吨 the construction of LlJl丰 Schrãg begins with the 
finite regular graph Ho of degr饵 S， given by Sabidussi (I 957), such that 
Aut(乓)~G. He then takes the subdivision graph 叫 of 1:也 obtained by splitting 
each edge in 码 in two and for each pair of new edges adding one new point which 
is the common vertex of the two new edges which replaéé the old one (for example, 
a tri相gle be∞mes a hexagon).σhe vertices of 1在 håvé degree 5 or degree 2.) 
8chrag then considers the graph 乌 given in Fig. 1. He Ö1anufactures a family of 
disjoint copi创 of 乌……-one for each element of乓 of degree 2. Let HII be the copy 
马 corr在sponding to y in 1也 of d咿出 2. Now he iden1出es the unique e1ement 
(called x in Fig. 1) of each 乌 ofdegr梢 2 叫th the corresponding y in 1:毛 forming 器

FIo. 1. Schr略'辈革raph H. having a one-element autó必orphism group. 

largβr graph having elements of degr臼s 3, 4 and 5. CaU this new graph 凡. Then 
Aut{乌)~G. 节le dual i组cide组优 structute H; has the s毒也e automorphism group. 
80 does its logic !l'(H:> which is Schrag's L (J. 

Fi伊re 2 represents the gráþb He of Fig. 1. The point x bàs degree 2; all other 
points bave degr出 3 and are repr牵sented by triang1es. 

ln Fig. 3 we depict the grápb 凡.白le circ1es 妃presè挝 the elements of degree 5 
from 1:鸟. Thesquar章s represent 也e 母lemen生s of degree 4 obtained by identifying the 
etement x of degtee 2 of H" wi他 tbe element y of degr驰 20f 乌. The trlangles 
represent thð elemènts of 马干{埠。fdegr愣 3.

The edges' of 凡 are tbe points of H: and th带 atorns6f!t(H:). 节le 最.ve edges 
o级 a poi然t of degr树 5 in 均 deter恕ine a ∞py of 2' irt !p(II:). 啊leSe are the on1y 
sublatti创s of !l'(H:> isomorphic to 护. Hence, a lattice automorphis黯伊 of
!l'(H;) permutes theseωpi部 of 2' among themselves. Similarly, such 仰伊rmute
the ∞pies ot 24 in .!l'(H:), corresponding to the vertices of deg附 4in 鸟， among 
themselv批 Ho附:ver，阳电部在 shall 棚， there are copi棉 of 23 in !l'(H:) whicb do 
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归O. 2. An abstract vcrsion of the 伊aph~如

FIO. 3. A 10侃1 vicw of tbc 箩租.phH..
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not correspond to sublatti岱sobt辑ined from the dual ofpoints ofdegree 3. We must 
therefore prove separately that there are no non-毛主ivial lattice automorphisms of 
掘出 of the sublattices determined by a single HII which fix the two ed伊s adjacent 
to y in 乌，节le orthogonality space diagram for this lattice 乌 is given in Fig. 4. 

川
附 C 

H 哇。

Fro. 4. The ortbogonality s归ce determlned by the atom嚣。rL在·

乌 has onêiublattice fJ isomorphic to 24; all sublattices of L啻 of height 4 are sub帽
"ωof the latti佣卢.W牵 must show t血ha时tL乌嘻 contains 附 la怠t甜tic臼e al讪币omor早ph挝ism
which 负xrt 黠秘怠dm肌. Sin饵 the latti臼 automorphisms need not pres柑ve the ortho
∞mplemetitadon a priori, we must use the ful1 for捕。f the diagr摸她The reader 
should visU8lize two copies of the diagr在m one on top of the other.τnink ofthe 
small 1ett在rs as representi鸣 the elements of the bottom copy Xo; these are the 
atomsof马妇ûnk oft抽出pitalletters as representing elements of the top copy X1 ; 

these are the ∞悦。ms of乌. (1'0 complete the picture the readershould mentally 
visualize the si直 2-el号ment subsets of the 然t 怡， b， m，对 but this wi1l bot be necessary 
forour ar♂lment.)乌 is an orthomodular latti臼 withA 出 a飞 B:=!! b', etc. However, 
we shall 胁。re this fact and treat it simply as a lattice. N偷偷at r, S, t, U, z, Q, 
together wi也 o and 1 is lattfce isomorphic to 28 but not a "block" ofι. Herein 
lies the probletn. There may exist 1在ttice isomorphisms which are nòt ortho-Iatti臼
isomorphié组s. The foUowing remark states that this 总统ot the 饵se.

R阴A1t也 The 01l1y lattice automorphism 01乌 which fixes m tmd n is the idelltity 
map. 
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h∞F. Let伊:句→乌 (and henc哩扩1) be a bijection preserving v and ^ wÎth 
ψ(m) =m and 抖:n)= n. 

We first note that (i) t v d = V < 1 and (ii) t v g = U < 1. By considering the unique 
copy of2' in 乌 we may infer that 树吟G争，的.If树a) = b then {，ψ(吵，例均}=衍，f}
and {i树吟，ψ(f)}皿卡， d} by ∞nsidering what happens 旬出.e el辑ments under A and 
B. respectively. Since t < E， 抖。在{x， w,k , v}; but (i) above is violated un1ess 
tp(d) = e and 抖。 = v; it follows thàt 州日出 D so thatψ(盯== C and hence 
民月"'" c and 斜e) = d. Since h,g<F, (抖的，例g)} = 忡， x}; both possible choices of 
斜拉 violate (ii), sin臼抖。世 v. Therefore 抖a)丰 b.

It fol1ows that 伊(的 =0， 抖b)=b， 例A) == A and φ(B) 四 B. 嚣y (i) and the fact 
that t<E we ∞nclude that tp(到伞 F so that 棋局 = E; it follows that 抖盯 =F

and, taking meet靠， ψ(e) = e and 以月 = j. Therefore 抖。 E{S， t}; by 仰在gain the 
only ∞nsistent choi臼 of抖。 and 9'(均在re 抖。 = t and 时均 = d; hence 斜C) 旦 C

伊(D) = D， 抖。 =c， 伊(S) "'"儿tp(盯 =T， 抖的 = S. It now readily follows thatψis 
the identity function. The remark is proved. 

We return to the proof of Lemm器1. Let 9': Lo→Lobe 在 Iattice automorphism. 
Let X b垂 a vertex of 1是cR与 so that x corresponds to a copy of 211 = Bz in 
Lo = .!l'(H:); the elemen怨 of Bz of height 2, 3 and 4 are in exactly one copy of 
26 inLo; hen仰伊 I Bz == B" for SOI挝 vertexy of乌. Similarly, each vertex U E H1 \问
corresponds to a copy of 2' = Bu in Lo and 伊 IBu 咄此 for some vertex v in H1 \ 1也
For each vertex wε乌江乌υH，J， wEH" for some ve巾手 yE~章 \H1 ; andψmaps 
the two atoms of B" which are also in some 211 to two such 器toms in some Bs, 
ZE均\H1• Let LK and L~ be the copy of 乌 ωrresponding to H" and 凡节len
9' ILK:LK• LK is an ortho-automorphism, by the remark, and thereforeψindu臼sa
gr在ph isomorphism of H，霄 onto He. It follows thatψinduces a graph automorphism 
肘。f 乌.护 indu臼s an ortho-automorphism 9'钟 on .!l'(H:) = Lo and c1early 
ψ= 抖飞节部$ψis an ortho-automorphism and so we have Aut(Lo)ç; Aut.L (Lo). 
Since containment certain1y goes in the other direction, we have equality. 

We shall now prove the theorem. For i = 1,2, let 

Xt 嚣 {x E Lo I there exists a coveri吨 chain from 0 to X of length i} 

so that X与 is the set of atoms of Lo and Xz is the set of elements which cover atoms. 
Let Xo = 几υXs and let Co = {衍，对 IXEX1， yE马 and x町I in Lo}. Let 
{马，CJ = 8(儿，Co) b牵 the Dacification of (鸟，喝)， so that 

Xs = XouCo and 8a =衔，几位，YJJl衍，才 ECol.

Since Lo is a lattice，间，部 is a wide cubic structure spa倪。ee Greechie (1974)) 
(in other words, a point c10sed complete Da臼y spa臼 in which all m肌imalortho

伊nal sets have thri俯在lements).

Henceforth we shall 磁ilize the definitions and notation of Greechie (1974). 
Since I X.I>I X1 1, Aut(儿，品注 G.
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Let (Y, JF) be the wide cubic structur号 space obtained by deleting the point 
m (and M) from Fjg. 4. Not号 that (Y, JF) has a trivial automorphism group. 
Take finitely m在ny disjoint copies of this spa饵:~ one (call it }(X,lI)) for each 
衍，y} E X. \ Xo, and identi命 the unique point of }{æ.lI} which is in only one block 
with {x， y} 始 obt患in a 如lite wide cubic structure space (X,8). Observe that (1) 
X E X implies x is in at least two bl∞ks of tB' and (2) Aut (足的~G. Apply Theorem 
2 of Greechie (1 974) to embed (义的 in an on*trivial tight cubic structure spa即
叫X，码 so thåt 够作(兄的1) is an orthocomplemented projective plane. From (1), 
。) and Proposition 3 of Greechie (1974) it follows that 

Autl.('的叫X，的I))~G二

The orthocomple血entation of 管(臂(汇的) is the absolute*point free polarity of 
p= 管扣(立的)me双tioned in the theorem. Moreover, Autl.(~(1T(X， tB'))) is precisely 
the group of collineations of P which "commute" with this polarity. P is a non
Desarguesian projective plane by Corollary 2 of Greechie (1974). 

The case in which I G I = 1 is easily handled by 胁。ring Schrag's Lo (which is 
21 in this case) and constructi吨 directly a wide cubic structure space 俏'‘那 with
a trivial automorphism group in which each element is in at least two blocks and 
then passi吨 to 叫凡，$0) and 钱叫骂，均). Such a space 俏，均 is as easy to 
∞.nstruct 部 our (Y，的 above.τhe theòrem is proved. 
如le ∞rresponding ri咄咄 for infinite ~OUps may yield to the techniques of 

E 报告ndelsohn. S饵， for example, 
projective plane" , J. Geom., (1972) 2 (2), 97自106 for a similar result not involving 
orthog仰ality. 、川飞
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